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Rahul Gosain: I extend a warm welcome to the people who have taken time to come here.First we’ll 
be having the presentationon the IANA transition; we’ll flag the various issues pertaining to that and 
we’ll leave the floor open for discussions. I would request that we have a round of introductions so 
that everybody is able to know [who is everybody else]. I would request you to begin introducing 
yourselves from one side. A attendance sheet would go around.  I am Rahul Gosain, Director in the 
Department of Electronics and IT; I’ve just joined this department.  

• Col Prahar (?), member of the ISPAI,I’ve a company called Netplus Broadband Services on 
the (…).  

• NareshAdvani (?) 
• Dr.Veena (?) 
• PuneetNagaraj, I work with the Centre for Communication Governance, NLU Delhi.   
• AartiBhavna, also working for CCG. 
• Rajesh, also working with CCG. (audio unclear) 
• Jyoti(audio unclear) 
• Ved (?), working with Observer Research Foundation.  
• Jatin, from (audio unclear) 
• Ashish Jain, from NCRPC. 
• Narayanan, working  as Advisor in (audio unclear) 
• Ajay Kumar, working as managerin National Internet Exchange of India, taking care of the 2 

departments of Internet Exchange and NIR which is delegating the IP addresses in India.   
• Sudhir Mani from FICCI. (?) 
• Charulata (audio unclear) 
• Vijay Goswami, Country Head for Corporate Affairs for Tata Consultancy Services.  
• Amrita Chaudhary, CCOI 
• AnupamAgarwal, (unclear), Calcutta 
• ProbirPurkayastha, Knowledge Comments and (? unclear)  
• Rishabh, work with Probir at the Society of Knowledge Comments. 
• SameeranGupta with ICANN. 
• Brig AbhimanyuGhosh, fom National Security Council’s Secretariat. 
• Sunil Agarwal, from NSCS. 
• Shiva Upadhyay, working with NIXI as a Research Associate.  
• MohitBatra, technology analyst at NIXI. 
• Renu (audio unclear), policy analyst with NIXI. 
• VinayKesari, lawyer based in New Delhi and also a consultant to NIXI on international 

internet governance issues.  
• T Santhosh, AddlDir in Internet Governance Division. 
• Dr.Govind, from NIXI. 
• (?), Technology Analyst, NIXI. 
• Rajesh (?), PresidentISPAI. 
• {No Audio/Nayantara, internet democracy 
• Abhishek Mishra 
• Remote participants:Pranesh from CIS and} Parminderjeet Singh from IT for Change 
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Rahul Gosain: We’ve been joined by Rahul Sharma from (?) and Rajeev Kumar from NIXI .in registry.  

Presentations 

1. VINAY KESARI: 
IANA Stewardship Coordination Group Transition Proposal 

I will be giving a basic factual overview of ICG proposal, i.e, the IANA stewardship coordination group 
transition proposal. Most people in the room are up to speed on all of this so we’ll not spend too 
much time on facts and leave far more timefor the discussion itself.We’ll not get into the details but 
if anyone has any specific factual questions, you can direct them at us and we’ll try to anser to the 
best of our ability.  

Dr.Veena: If you could give a small overview…? 

Yes, that is what we’ll do with this presentation. To begin with, all events that we’re dealing with 
were sparked by an announcement in Mar 2014 by the US Govt. that they will be transitioning their 
oversight of what’s called the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) function to the global 
multi-stakeholder community. We’ll get into the details of what the IANA function is in the next slide 
but in terms of the timeline, in Mar 2014 there was an announcement ade by the US Govt. in this 
regard. As a reaction to this,ICANN formed what is called the IANA stewardship coordination group, 
the ICG, to coordinate this process. The TIA announcement specifically charged the ICANN with the 
responsibilityto convene stakeholders in order to come up with this proposal. ICANN in reaction to 
that, created the ICG. ICG in turn decided the way in which to come up with the proposal is to ask 
each of the threeoperationalcommunities within ICANN which are traditionally understood to be the 
communities dealing with names, numbers and protocols, respectively. The ICG asked them to come 
up with proposals dealing with their particular communities. And the task itself with role to (?) bring 
those 3 proposals together to come up with a single coherent proposal to send to the ICANN board 
which in turn would forward that , most likely unchanged, to the US Govt.; the NTIA. The 
processstarted in July 2014. In June 2015, the three communities completed the process, the names 
community was the last one to complete this process and they submitted their final proposals to the 
ICG and it took over a little over a month to bring these proposals together and to come out with 
one final proposal on the 31 of July 2015. This proposal is one half of what we will be discussing 
today. It is currently open for public comments, the deadline for which is 9 Sep. So, ideally, every 
organisation in this room should be looking to submit their comments by then on the ICG proposal.  

A very basic overview of what is the IANA function. Now, it is esseNTIAlly the task operational and 
technicalfunction falling under three broad umbrellas- domain names where the IANA function 
involves managing the DNS Route. Secondly, the number-resources, the IANA function involves 
coordination of global IP and AS numbers, and providing these to the regional internet registries 
which in turn distribute them to other registries and eventually, end users. The protocol function 
involves coordination of the protocols involved in the first two functions.  

 

The important thing is that the IANA function does not include the policy development rolew.r.t 
each of these three operations. The IANA function includes only the pure technical role in this 
respect. The role of policy development in terms of each of these three operational communities is 
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currently performed by ICANN w.r.t names, the NRO w.r.t numbers and the IETF w.r.t protocol. The 
IANA function itself, this technical role, is currently performed by a particular department of ICANN. 
That is a main aspect of what we are to discuss. It is important to understand NTIA and its role. The 
March2014 announcement is about the NTIA’s role, i.e., transitioning the NTIA role to someone or 
something else. To understand this transition, we have to understand what the NTIA does today? 
The National Telecommunications and Information Administrationis a part of Department of 
Commerce of the US Govt. The NTIAbroadly has three roles- (1) it is responsible for awarding the 
IANA functions contract. This is done in a manner similar to other types ofgovernment contracts. 
There isan RFP that is put out andit runs for a specific term; there is scope for extensions. Since the 
creation of this IANA functions contract, ICANNhas been the only party that has been awarded the 
IANA functions contract; it’s been renewed a number of times. Technically speaking, it could be 
awarded to anyone. That is one role;the contracting function of the NTIA. (2) The second role is 
under the IANA functions contract itself, there is one specific role given i.e to approve any changes 
to the DNS Route Zone file; it also includes a veto. It is possible for them to veto a change proposed 
by the ICANN to the DNS Route Zone file. To the best of myknowledge, the veto has not been used 
but exists. Regardless, there is an established technical procedure whereby every change needs to 
be approved by the NTIAbefore it can be carried out in DNS Route Zone file. (3) That leads to the 
third important aspect of its role i.e., it awards another contract known as the Cooperative 
Agreement to an entity which is supposed to manage the DNS Route Zone file.Presently and 
historically the Cooperative Agreement has been between NTIA and Verisign which is a US 
company.The role of Verisign here is to maintain the Route Zone file and carry out the changes/edits 
that it is asked to carry out by ICANN to this DNS Route Zone file and distribute an authoritative 
version of this Route Zone file to various root serveroperators. The important thing to note is that 
the IANA oversight transition includes one and two here but does not include three. The role of the 
route zone maintainer andVerisign has been explicitly kept out of the scope of the IANA oversight 
transition as per the terms of the March 2014 announcement. We’ll jump straight into the three 
proposals themselves.  

Dr.Govind: Veto power you said is only by the US Govt.?   

Yes, by the US Govt./NTIA, not anybody else. In each of the succeeding slides, we’ll see the proposals 
from each of the three operational communities which juxtapose the position as it is today with the 
position they are pushing for in this post transition environment. Well, the most important of these 
three, perhaps this is a subjective opinion; the most extensive of the three proposals is the one that 
comes from the names community, where ICANN performs the policy development role. On the left 
you will see the way things are currently structured. You have ICANN which performs the 
policydevelopment role and a division (rather a dept.) of ICANN which is the IANA department which 
carries out the technical implementation. All of this is carried out on the basis of a contract with 
theNTIA. What this means in functional terms is that there is accountability of ICANN, through this 
IANA functions contract, to theNTIA. This is the current scenario, illustrated here, as well. This is the 
official ICANN graphic which illustrates the proposal. In thepost transition scenario, the situation is a 
little more complex. The NTIA is being taken out of the equation as per its request and as per the 
terms of the IANA oversight transition. The challenge that the names community is addressing here 
is to create an oversight mechanism.The dotted line tries to separate the oversight role from the 
actual implementation and policy development role. Here, we have the ICANN and the ICANN board 
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on one hand which has a contract with the PTI. The PTI is a new entity that is being created and is 
envisioned as beinga subsidiary of ICANN; as far as I understand, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
ICANN butlegally a separate entity which would perform the same role which is being performed by 
the IANA department ofICANN. Effectively, I believe, the assets and the personnel with ICANN who 
are part of the IANA department would probably be transferred to this new entity, the PTI, which 
will performthe same role. The fact that it is a legally separate entitymeans that there is scope for a 
contract to exist betweenPTI and ICANN in order to carry out the technical operational functions 
w.r.t to names. Some of the accountability safeguards that are being built in here, as part of the 
names community proposal are basically 2 new entities or processes. One is Customer (?)Standing 
Committee which will be a permanent body; its role is to monitor day to day performance of the PTI 
w.r.t the names function, and report it. The proposal also envisions the IANA functions review which 
is more of a mechanism, similar to some of the other review mechanismswithin ICANN to conduct 
periodic reviews of the PTI; basically to ensure accountability. One of the important powers of the 
IFR (?) is its ability to recommend the termination of the PTI-IANA contract.This proposal by the 
names community has been explicitly conditioned on the completion and the implementation of 
some of the recommendations of the accountability steam and specifically Workstream 1 of the 
CCWG accountability which Renu will get into, in more detail.  

W.r.t to the numbers community, currently the way it works is that it has 5 regional internet 
registries which among other things develop policy w.r.t IP numbers. They play the PDP role, the 
policy development role here.Implementation of the policies that they come up with is through the 
IANA dept. of ICANN. What they are envisioning in the post transitionphaseis for the RIRs as a 
collective to a service level agreement with ICANN itself. So this is the new proposalthat they have 
advocated and they’ve built in some performance review mechanisms into this entire structure.  

Similarly with the protocols community, you have the policy development role w.r.t protocols is 
played by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) and they are not calling for any major changes 
to this scenario, as it exists today. The NTIA under its contract with ICANN does not have any explicit 
control over protocols. As a result of that or based on other considerations, there are no major 
reforms called for by the protocols community in the post transition scenario.  

[…] the actual questions that the ICG has put forward as part of its call for public comment. It is 
asking people to evaluate its proposal in terms of four parameters- (1) completeness and clarity; (2) 
compatibility and interoperability; (3) accountability and operability. The third is what we will discuss 
today i.e. the whole ICANN accountability review. They also relate to the criteria laid down by 
theNTIA in its 2014 announcement- these are criteria which any proposal must meet in order for the 
NTIA/US Govt. to approve this transition. These are standards or parameters that have to be met by 
any proposal before the NTIA approves the proposal. The ICG, since it is trying to come out with a 
proposal which will meet these criteria, is also explicitly asking the community to examine this 
proposal. Iwill end with a couple of brief thoughts. Two of the questions that we could think about 
is- (1)in this new scenario, are each of the three operational communities similarly situated in terms 
of their relationship with the PTI? (2) what happens in the event one or more operational 
communities decide to sever relations with the PTI? The setup that people are trying to create here 
is that the PTI be a pure technical functions body and for it to have independent relations with each 
of the three policy development communities. By independent relationship it also means a severable 
relationship i.e. if each of this three is not happy with the tech performance of the PTI, they 
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couldpotentially ask some other entity to carry out this technical role. That is the conceptual issue 
that is being addressed. So whether these three communities are equally situated w.r.t the PTI and 
what happens if severability is invoked. Thank you. Any factual questions? 

Naresh: How expanded is this terminology “accountability”? 

Vinay: Renuwill be tackling that in the next presentation. (audio unclear) 

Naresh: The framework which is being created in terms of commentaries to be done is getting 
limited to what is being suggested/ proposed. Our fundamental issue has always been with 
jurisdiction; where it has got mixed up or where it has got lost? If you can be more specific because 
that’s what we have always been expressing our concern about. 

Vinay: In terms of a factual answer on the basis of the proposal themselves is that the names 
community proposal does mention the issue of jurisdiction for PTI and it envisions thePTI remaining 
legally under US jurisdiction. 

Unidentified: What does it look to me? This NTIA, decided to go away but kept control, in some way 
or the other, to itself; even the veto power. So nothing is going to change, in fact. On every proposal, 
it’s subject to their saying yes, subject to this or that. As Naresh said, our basic problem was 
accountability. Who is responsible if something goes bad ormalicious things come up. How do you 
identify who is the author or inventor of this particular thing? 

Probin: The transition mandate given to ICANN, it is pre specified that the domain/regime cannot 
change. The legal jurisdiction cannot change and has to remain in US.In fact that is thefundamental 
premise on which all this is based. ICANN proposal thus says (?) that there will be continuedUS 
jurisdiction.  

Naresh: US jurisdiction means it follows the laws of US.  

Unidentified:Californian laws. 

Naresh: Example of majority of countries being against .xxx and yet it became part. This is the esult 
of the jurisdiction.  

Unidentified: There is a submission by one individual… 

Naresh: It is my request that we make jurisdiction simpler and we don’t leave any kind of a space for 
people to do the visualisation from the perspective of how they get a situation in India. In India, 
outsourcing from government to private is not viewed as normal; in US it is normal. I don’t think 
there; we need to get involved. Verisign or ICANN being involved is not what I think we need to be 
concerned about because every country has got their own system of working. We may have an 
impression out here that this cannot be done but in US everything works in a manner where 
stakeholders play a private role. Having said that, I find that the fundamental concern is either 
getting lost or being forced to think in a part framework. 

Amrita: There are suggestions for other jurisdiction however they did not want this process to stop. 
There are comments and someone has submitted that possibly to not delay this transition, the group 
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who discussed it said that lets go with US jurisdiction…let NTIA not come up with something that 
stops the process.  

Col Prahar: What we need to understand is that NTIA has been functioning under US laws obviously. 
This organisation has to be based somewhere, and it’s based in US. Let’s say, if it’s following US laws, 
are there any US laws which are inimical to the community interest? 

Naresh: I just gave one an example. The Govt.AdvisoryCommittee went against incorporation of a 
domain name .xxx, espite that, because of the jurisdiction, those people who promoted .xxx 
approachedthe law of land and law of land said it is perfectly alright; which might not have 
happened in case it would have been in Canada or India.  

Probin: Another example- the essential problem of names which we are dealing with, also deals with 
who owns what name. Cocacola(…).com, say, the trademark laws of US and its courts’ interpretation 
would apply in any dispute you have with the names. You can go to the dispute settlement ICANN 
has reached with WTO. 

Unidentified: The issue we had with basmati… 

Jyoti: (audio unclear) ICANN does not have contracts […] delegation of cctbs (?). Jurisdiction played 
out in context of […] in a narrowly defined scope. […] certain instances that relate to sovereignty and 
matter of jurisdiction. All ICG can do right now is send back proposals […]. aspects that have not 
been covered and this has not been highlighted. Overall the issue […] what matters, would be 
distracting. 

Naresh: Nobody will be that immature. What she’s saying is right. Give instances a relevant example, 
that didn’t come out hence I pointed it out.  

Vinay: This is a factual intervention. Issues of jurisdiction had obviously come up in discussion and 
now, issue of jurisdiction is multi layered and has been put in Workstream 2 of CCWG. Accountability 
is not expressly linked to transition itself; it is something that has tobe discussed and 
recommendations will be put forward after the transition takes place. It is the subject matter of the 
Second Workstream, and there they have identified many different aspects. One is the jurisdiction of 
incorporation of ICANN and PTI. The second aspect is the laws which govern the contracts between 
the ICANN and the registries and other entities. And also the jurisdiction that governs the contracts 
between the PTI and the operational communities. So those are all the slightly distinct aspects of the 
issue of jurisdiction and currently it is put in Workstream 2 of CCWG accountability. 

Naresh: My submission to you would be that many times things can happen intentionally and 
unintentionally too. Few years back IP1 was being licensed and it was not being very explicit in the 
recommendation. So we were conscious to bring to light that don’t do the licensing of IP1. So this 
aspect of jurisdiction, is what we request.  

Jyoti: Ihave a point to add about route zone authority.  […]deals with the aspect of jurisdiction. And 
currently contract is with Verisign.Verisign, NTIA and ICANN, the three parties that are going to 
decidehow this very important oversight will be transferred and while the NTIA has listed one of the 
criteria being complete and multi-stakeholders, […]these are two criteria.[…] keeping part of 
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thetransition away from the community and […] taking unilateral decisions and[ …]failure of process 
they themselves have launched. 

Unidentified~: To add to Jyoti’s point, in theNTIA announcement of March 2014, there is no explicit 
statement that prevents the community from reviewing the role of Verisign and NTIA contract.  

Vinay: If memory serves me right, there were FAQs which were put out after that which explicitly 
maintained that the role of the route zone maintainer is not the subject matter of the transition.    

Unidentified~: But the role of the NTIA which gave a contract [….] to Verisign is a subject. If the 
contract is under the purview of review, so role of Verisign is automatically under review. 

Amrita: (audio unclear) […]in a separate track of […]. There are two separate processes in place right 
now. ICANN and its role is being decided. It depends on both, the ICG and the names community. 
ICANN[…] is supposed to be the steward 

Jyoti: As far as I understand, ICANN is supposed to be the IR functions operator, […] IANA functions 
operator for names. Given that there is no clarity of consensus […] how can this parallel process 
which […] plays that role and replace it with a Cooperative Agreement between [..] and ICANN. . 
Verisign is also the dot com registry and has a contract with […] how does it play out in terms of 
incentivizing […]?  

Naresh: She is bringing out a conflict of interest also out here. That is being done separately on a 
separate track altogether.  

Unidentified: One of our comments should be on the Verisign and NTIA contract and how it is 
getting played in the longer run.  

Probin: I would just like to point out, in this executive summary that is being circulated, xoo5, it 
explicitly states that the legal jurisdiction in which ICANN resides is to beunchanged. So whether it is 
in Workstream 2 or not, there is an explicit recommendation that ICANN is to reside in same 
jurisdiction i.e. the United States. I think that addresses the jurisdiction issue. He said it is covered in 
WS 2 but it is already here. It’s basically saying that after transition it will continue to remain the 
same. There is an explicit recommendation to the effect. You agree/disagree that is a different issue.  

Naresh: We have a right to challenge a recommendation, that’s what I had suggested.  

Probin: We must be clear about the factual position.  

Dr.Govind: Unless we have an alternative suggestion we are going by the US. On the table, there’s 
nothing right now. 

Probin: Table hasn’t been started. We are having factual discussion. I will give a proposal. 

Dr.Govind: We’re discussing the IANAtransition keeping in view that thejurisdiction part is only the 
fact. It is not goi g to be decided during the transition process.  

Probin: Basically, what are we doing? Are we here to discuss only the mandate or are we, as Naresh 
is arguing,going to question that mandate? 
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Dr.Govind: We have already questioned the jurisdictional issue. But what are the alternate 
suggestions?  

Probin: Providing alternative suggestion is basically allowing me to write the submission.  

Dr.Govind: Anybody is free to give any kind of suggestion.  

Probin: So we have submitted to ICANN, our proposal […] to be circulated. […] 

Sameeran Gupta: I just wanted to clarify, some of the procedural issues which this process has gone 
hrough. Essentially what we are seeing is the 2 proposals which are nw up for public comments has 
evolved over a period of time to be a consultative process. Now, rightly or wrongly some of these 
issues way not have got the right amount of weightage and as Naresh is pointing out, you can 
certainly put it back on the table andleave that for another level or round of discussion, perhaps 
ICANN 54 (?).  

Naresh: Here the matter closes because this is where we should not lose our original focus.  

Dr.Veena: I have a thpught here. If we go back to the reason why the transition was initiated. There 
is a process working for the last 20 or-15 years, right? I’m part of this for the first time. This is the 
first step towards what Naresh is asking. So maybe they aren’t able to change the jurisdiction and 
change the hands and…which is possibly the final product you can put through. There is an end 
product desired and if we go back to the person who was presenting, if we’re able to get to the root 
cause of why this transition was thought of, we will get an answer as to what is the deliverable that 
is required after 5 years? Jurisdiction can change. Earlier it was part of a company under US Govt. 
and now it is with an independent body called ICANN. It could be a step by step process on which 
the action can begin and it might take[…].  

Naresh: My only request is that we should not put off the burner and the burner that has built the 
pressure. The burner should be lit always, not because of the change of framework […] so the 
submission is, in the introduction, the jurisdiction should remain forever. This is the only submission. 

Unidentified: In all fairness, there is another presentation.  

Vinay:Some issues arebleeding into the accountability bit as well. To answervery briefly the lady’s 
question, obviously I cannot give a pure factual answer because I was not a fly on the wall when the 
decision was taken, but I agree with Probin’s point that if anybody had to take an educated guess it 
would be that it was the outcome of events we are all aware of- the Snowden revelations and so on 
which probably accelerated processes which were already in motion. Historically, the US Govt. has 
progressively given away the role to the US private sector which further expanded which some 
might see as a progression of that.When the Clinton administration approved the setting up of 
ICANN and transferring of many of these functions to ICANN, there was opposition that time within 
the US. So some would see it as a logical progression but undoubtedly there are accelerating factors.  

Unidentified: I would like to make an answer to ma’am too. One of the reasons that Naresh 
mentioned, (?) was completely overruled in the decision of . xxx. That hit the US Govt. as well 
because they were spearheading and saying no. But they found that advice was completely 
overruled and as part of that, at one point of time it was decided that they are not going to renew 
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the contract with ICANN and the ICANN contract was essentially delayed by 4-6 months. Then the 
revised contract was signed. (?)being overruled was also one of the factors. 

Amrita: Coming to your question Vinay, whether all the communities areequally placed w.r.t PTI. I 
think the agreement of the numbers community and the protocol will be with ICANN and not with 
PTI. So there are some …whether they are equally placed or not is a concern.  

Unidentified: If I can ask, if the jurisdiction of PTI has also been mentioned inthe document?We 
agree that the jurisdiction of ICANN is not considered while drafting the responses.  

Vinay: It is contemplated as being US jurisdiction. I would need to finally confirm but explicitly it is 
mentioned that for now,  it will be subject to US jurisdiction. 

Jyoti: How are we considering separation and separability?From what I understand, there will be a 
standoff between three communities […] I’m wondering if there are ideas around this room of how 
everyone is looking at that?[…] different points of implementation. 

Unidentified: NTIA wants a complete proposal… 

Jyoti: They want submission to be consolidated but do not state how it should be implemented…that 
is still being decided. 

Unidentified: But the submission will also want a names proposal […] complete.  

Jyoti: The working groups are already there. IETF has already communicated, […] protocols is willing 
to do that. Paul Wilson has said thatwe should look at staggered stage transition.Names is already 
developing these mechanism through workstreams.[…] implementation. 

Rahul Gosain: I think ma’am we’ll be taking other comments and views later on. We should proceed 
further with the next presentation.  

2. RENU 

Before I start, NTIA when called for announcement, there would be transition of IANA stewardship 
from them to the multi-stakeholder community, they chalked out certain criteria. The models that 
will be proposed by all the three communities should be such that there should be multi stakeholder 
involvement and the ultimate model should be immune to capture by any particular govt. or inter 
governmental organisation (IGO). So given that particular idea, any capture free proposition has to 
be, I am glad to hear that stakeholders here are talking of jurisdiction.Just for the factual 
supplement, in its initial comments for the workstream 1 proposition for the ICANN accountability 
draft was released, in tis formal submission to ICANN,India indeed submitted that jurisdiction has to 
be contemplated further and deliberations are required in this regard. In fact, even in its submission 
to the (?), in the ICANN accountability face to face meeting which happened in Paris, same was 
reiterated in the formal submission which was made by GoI.  

Coming to the proposal made by the cross community working group (ccwg) on ICANN 
accountability. When whole discussion on the transition of IANA was happening, all 3 communities 
i.e. names, numbers and protocols were developing their respective proposals. At that time it was 
discussed that parallel-y it was very pertinent to understand that though IANA  function would be 
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transitioned from ICANN to some new ntity but ICANN in effect would continue to progress with 
functions related to policy development and domain namesmanagement and distribution. Therefore 
it was pertinent to discuss and have clarity about how ICANN will continue as an accountable 
organisation. Before I elaborate on how this discussion is taking place and how ICANN will continue 
to be accountable, if there is anyone not knowingthe structure of ICANN. It is structured intoadvisory 
committees and supporting organisations for the purpose of deciding the policies. Advisory 
committees include govt. advisory committee which have stakeholders from different governments, 
then there is security and stability advisory committee, root server system advisory committee- 
these are two technical community related advisory committees. Then there is at large advisory 
committee which has individuals not representing other advisory committees. Then there are 
supporting organisations that contemplateon how the proposition should be made in the milieu of 
policy development which are under the mandate of ICANN. There are 3 supporting organisations 
namely GNSO (generic names), CNSO (country code domain names) and ASO (address). Even though 
IANA function will be transferred to post transition IANA i.e.PTI but ICANN would continue with its 
policy functions and it would be pertinent to understand how these sub units of ICANN will have 
relationships with new communitiesas well as within ICANN how they be interconnecting and how 
community would be interacting in a way that these sub unitsaree accountable and ICANN is 
accountable. The proposal made by CCWG on ICANN accountability…have made certain propositions 
and talked about empowered community. A few basic terminologies…. This whole track of ICANN 
accountability is divided into 2 workstreams. It was decided that in WS1, certain important 
parameters that are essential to be to be completed alongside the IANA transition timelime are to 
be furnished. Thereafter, there areimportant and pertinent issues about ICANN and jurisdiction, 
ICANN and human rights, ICANN and IPR, ICANN and trademarks, ICANNand its intensive bylawsetc 
which need lot of community efforts, interventions and time. Those may be discussedeven after 
IANA transition. Now it’s a tricky issue whether IANA transition would take place before jurisdiction 
would be finalised or shouldthe topic be continued to be dealt with. With interventions from 
community from India and elsewhere this may be clear gradually. As of now, there is AOC or 
Affirmation of Commitment which is signed between ICANN and US Dept. ofCommerce. Once the 
transition will take place, US Dept. of Commerce will not be having its role. AOC talks of objective 
commitments and review of the ICANN functions, review and progress of the supporting 
organisations and advisory committees. In that event, what will happen to AOCis dealt with by 
CCWG. More than 140 volunteers from around the world have discussed the issue and have come 
up with certain solutions. While discussing solutions, certain stress tests were visualised by the 
CCWG. There was contention that there might be issues. For example, in extreme situations, I might 
become insolvent or might have legal cases against it. So those kinds of extreme scenarios were 
visualised and any proposition which was made was benchmarked against those stress tests that 
whether any proposed solution would be effective as against those stress tests. As Vinay already 
mentioned these two tracks are in 30 days’ public comment period for ICANN accountability. From 
all stakeholders, comments can be sent by Sep 12, 2015. So II request people here to send 
comments directly to ICANN or DEiTY which will be subsequentlyconsolidated and sent to ICANN. 
After all comments are collated by ICANN they will be presented in the ICANN meeting which will 
behappening in Dublin in October 2015. These propositions would be further discussed and lot of 
issues raised by different stakeholder groups from different countries would be probably solved then 
and there.  
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The broad schema of the report where ICANN has mentioned that when earlier report was relased, 
one very prominent concern of the communities was that these reports are very complex and 
stakeholders have their dayjobs and they cannot dwell into details. CCWG, which is dealing with 
particular track, has come up with broadly divided report to make it convenient for the community 
to peruse it effectively.  

Coming to the main point- ICANN has propoed that there have to be four main building blocks of 
ICANN accountability, even after IANA transition. (1) There has to be empowered community which 
has lot of rights so as to ensure that ICANN does not make any unilateral decision which is affecting 
any of the community or the sections. (2) There has to bea strong and robust board, a basic tenet for 
any strong regulator. (3)Certain principles i.e. ICANN has to have well chalked out specific mission 
vision values and prominent by laws which should not be changed … in a manner that every 
community is understanding how ICANN is proceeding and what are its basic values.Lastly, (4) an 
important building block namely independent appeals mechanism- one of review and escalating 
issues when there is any contention or problem that is faced by any section of the community or by 
entire community. 

In addition to four building blocks, it is said that when there will be principles or values or missions of 
the ICANN, well-articulated.  Currently there is AOC betweenICANN and US Govt. In CCWG it is 
proposed that going ahead, fundamental by laws of ICANN would be formed and the mandates 
which are currently in AOC, mandates relating to the review of ICANN actions would be included in 
those by laws. It is said that before changing any fundamental by law, prior community approval will 
be required. When they say community approval, this community will be including all 
representatives from the support organisations and advisory committees. As mentioned in the 
proposal, some of support organisations and advisory committees maychoose to be a part or not of 
the community mechanism. They may be given votes but they may exercise or not exercise the vote, 
to their discretion. How that affects community interest is something to be deliberated upon.  

What these boardsare for, what powers the community will actually have? So it is proposed by 
CCWG that 5 kinds of powers be given to the community. First of all, relating to budget and strategy 
and operating plans, if there is any issue the community considers then they may ask for 
reconsideration of those budgets or plans. If they have any issue with ICANN bylaws, they may as for 
reconsideration of those. If there would be any change at all in the fundamental bylaws, which 
would be a very complex and strict process because fundamental bylaws are fundamental and 
cannot be changed often. However if any such scenario emerges, community would be empowered 
to ask for approval before such changes are made. Lastly there are two very prominent powers. If 
community is having contention against decision of any particular board member, it would be 
empowered to recall the individual board director. In a very extreme scenario, if the entire 
community is very unhappy about the entire functioning, they are empowered to the extent of 
recalling the entire ICANN board. One of the issues with this particular power is if the entire ICANN 
board is recalled, how will stability be maintained? These are principles of empowerment bt how 
this mechanism will be working? 

They have talked about community mechanism as sole member model. Currently, SOs and ACs are 
involved in policy making and policy advising, respectively. Board takes the decisions. But if board 
decision is something to which community disagrees, rhere is no resolution for recourse. Going 
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ahead, if this kind of empowerment will be put in place, there would be opportunity of recourse and 
there would be power given. Current proposal says that advisory committees and supporting 
organisations altogether have 29 votes, five each with SOs and ACs except for (?) and (?) which will 
be having 2 votes. So as of now, why this differential is there and why even after differential, how 
each community can be said to be empowered? Broadly CCWG has asked for comments on three 
questions. (1)Do you agree that CCWG accountability proposal enhances ICANN accountability? Or 
does it create further complexities or ambiguities? (2) Are there elements of this proposal that 
would prevent any of the stakeholders belonging to any of the stakeholders’/community groups 
would have certain hesitation in giving their approval so thatchartering organisation should approve 
them or not? (3) Does the proposal meet the requirements given by CEWG (?) stewardship? Vinay 
mentioned that CEWG proposal is having certain dependencies on CCWG proposal. Now when PTI is 
formed, what is PTI’s budget? How the ICANN board will be related to PTI? How the reviews would 
be taking place and whether the bylaws would be reflecting that review process. Whether customer 
standing committee which would be formed would be reflected in the bylaws of ICANN? How the 
IANA function and review panel which would be there would be reflected in future. These are 
certain dependencies and it is to be probed whether CEWG requirements are adequately 
represented by the CCWG proposal and are these proposals in such a sync that there can be said to 
be interoperable? Apart from this, as one of the stakeholders talked today, there is a very pertinent 
issue of IPR. One issue is about the trademarks of the domain names which are discrete (?) One 
pertinent issue is what will happen to IPR which is inherent in the dot IANA. After IANA transition, 
who would be holdingIANA. That particular aspect is not dealt by all three proposals but numbers 
community has dealt with it. I would seek that apart from other issues, if there are propositions from 
any stakeholder, it would be helpful.  

Amrita: There’s also a concern about an advisor, say, having a voting right. E.g. if (?) today has 5 
voting rights, there is also a discussion going on that if they are in an advisory position, then how can 
they have a voting right? 

Renu: They are certain issues…by adhering to the facts but…room is open to more and more issues. 

Amrita: We’ll be submitting our positions but this has been raised at various levels.  

Naresh: The current composition which has been proposed or which is being proposed is based on 
40 pc internet penetration in the world. Tomorrow internet penetration is bound to grow. Is there 
any accommodation for new communities or new constituencies in the reference? We ourselves are 
going to contribute nothing less than 20 pc in a few years. Is there any kind of scope or provision 
where they have allowed in terms of expansion of existing communities? You referred about 7-8 
communities out there. In case tomorrow someone would like to propose that please add more 
community. Is there any kind of a provision? If that is not there and if that question is not there, do 
you think it is our duty to bring that besides jurisdiction that there should be provision of…  

Unidentified: That’s a good/ important point. 

Renu: There’s no provision to bring another community unit as in another supporting organisation or 
advisory committee. Whereas there is discussion in going ahead that it will be taken into account in 
WS2 that how the process could be made more inclusive in the sense of including more regions, 
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more countries,  more developing countries, more underserved regions, more languages as well as 
more genders.    

Probin:  […] Vertical expansion in a number of streams… 

Naresh: In a set number of supporting organisations, there can be a different set of supporting 
organisations...I’m giving you a small example. They don’t have a huge concept of cyber cafés/ 
assistance internet. See, instead of calling it a cyber café I am saying assistance internet. In India 
there is huge scope because our education penetration is not what they have. We’re not proud of it 
but then if education is not there they still need to be part of the internet community and assistance 
plays a big role. I think that’s something that is an acceptable thing and we should not reall be 
arguing on that we should only get into internet when we attain a education. That should not be the 
way to look at it. So what about support organisation for assistance? 

Amrita: Or even handicaps or many more. Community definition has been under contention, as in 
who iscommunity and what if new people come into the community?  

Naresh: I am not trying to make it (?). Seem, industrial revolution took place. When our turn comes, 
there are green laws and everything (in Hindi). So when our turn comes, there has to be some 
provision. 

Probin: I would argue that there are two or three points that we need to take into account. Of all 
outlined here, first one about internal accountability and second, external accountability. For that 
what is being thought of is a set of bodies that exist under the ICANN umbrella today being 
constituted in a way that ICANN becomes accountable to them. More or less they are players 
already within the current ICANN structure in different ways. In some sense it has a problem of 
being accountable to itself. I would argue that essentially the problem we have here is it’s an 
essentially small subset if you look at what they are-registries, registrars, technical body people who 
are involved, representing communities from academia and so on into the IETF. In IETF members 
you’ll see that most belong to large companies, again located in the US or belonging to the global 
North to the exception of only Huawei at the moment. So very much, really, a partial view of the 
world. So I argue that the structure itself is very much restrictive. We have 3 billion users, even if it’s 
40pc and the users are really not represented here. What are represented are the registrars and 
registries and so on. They are the industry bodies under different names, either as technical or as 
“users”. 

Sameeran: There is an at large community. 

Probin: But again, that’s a small part of the accountability structure. 

Rahul: What do you suggest/ what alternative? 

Probin: I suggest we have a structure external to ICANN and not built by ICANN for itself, which is 
what it is for the moment, including the at large. 

Naresh: A little addition. At large is for the existing users. So what about those who aren’t users? 

Probin: That point is well taken. Even assuming that it is 40 pc of current population. My argument is 
that at large users are not the current users but a very small subset of them that ICANN has reached. 
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Naresh: Let’s give them the benefit (?) 

Probin: We need to consider if we want that 7 billion people have a stake in the internet. It’s a global 
marketplace, it’s the repository of knowledge, it’s also the control of personal data and monopoly 
functions that it performs. The regulatory function by subset of ICANN…which is what is proposed. 
So I think accountability issue is a much wider one. Given the kind of importance that today internet 
plays, I think we have to think of something at the global level which is much bigger than what is 
being proposed if you want ICANN to be accountable. First point I’d really make. The second point is 
that I am really sceptical of the sole member position that is outlined…really don’t know how it will 
work. It seems to be an ideal place for regulatory capture. So very serious problems with the 
structure being proposed, as a democratic accountability structure. 

VikramTewatia: The way I am seeing it… Have we got a map of where all are Indians there in this 
whole thing, where I am reading empowered community? How many Indians? Has the DEiTY 
mapped that out? Sameeran, could you help us with that? Out of the total number of people 
involved, if there are 150 people in all or 500 people in all, you could do a map of who comes from 
which area or geography. That would help at least the India position involving…or a t least making 
out a channel to protect India’s interest or project India’s interest. I am not worried about the rest of 
the world. GoI can say, let’s project 2 guys here, 5 guys here and 10 here etc., what will it take to do 
that? Empowered committees, if we list them out- who all constitute or what countries they 
represent and where do we stand in the board of directors. In theory, yes, accountability must 
increase and all that is nice. What is our proposal? I didn’t hear one nor do I have one. What should 
the India proposal be? 

Dr.Veena: The way to bring in accountability and ensure India’s interest is to make sure that we have 
more people at the board level.  

Sameeran: we are already in a conversation with colleagues in Govt. in trying to build a roadmap to 
bring more Indian participation into…, we can talk of that offline. To just add, currently we are as , I 
speak as Indian not an ICANN employee, we are poorly represented not only in ICANN but in other 
(?) organisations. We can’t have knee jerk reaction that we can put any number of people. We need 
to build roadmap for internet governance in this country which will percolate people in multiples in 
a ten year period. So that if required stakeholders from India can attend various meetings/ purely, 
and totally unrelated to this process we are working on something with DEiTY. Let me also add, we 
should look at (as Indian), this transition process as a time when the counters are reset and new 
structures created and see that we may have missed a trick or two but […]. 

Dr.Veena: Ajay has done good work by bringing this discussion into a roundtable conference […]. 

Sameeran: I fully appreciate Dr. Kumar’s effort but we need to take the show on the road.  

Col Prahar: Adding to what Vikram and Sameeran have said, everything else is superfluous as far as 
Indian community and internet users are concerned unless and until we have a voice. The way of 
creating voice there is two ways. One, governmental way or community way to create voice. 
Remember, in any such situations, govt. way has limited penetration. Community’s force  actually 
applies and is more beneficial to community at large. Govt.will be able to do only that much because 
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it gets held because of certain political pressures. Community brings out rules and regulations which 
forces issues and which are for their benefit. 

Naresh: How we got NIR? Can’t leave it only to govt.. I firmly believe, not only the voice, we need to 
have veto power. We’re going to be the largest internet users. So please don’t limit your expectation 
only to voice. If you only ask for voice, we will…. 

Amrita: To add to what Sameran said, we are having more consultations coming up, more 
participation […] for placing views to ICANN. Though it is increasing now substantially. Written 
documents are also helpful as a part of participation.  

Naresh: We don’t have one fixed position. Every three months the position changes.Wedon’t know 
how to be at a side where we can make India more powerful.  No philosophy other than making 
India important.  

Amrita: Last three months we have had same position…Even now we have consultations on papers 
(?) 

Jyoti: (audio unclear) […]only role is to elect board members. […] 

Vinay: Remote Participants’s comments [Pranesh, Policy Director from CIS- Centre for Internet and 
Society and Parminderjeet Singh from IT for Change] 

Pranesh: The core role of the ICG was to see that if the three proposals that it received were 
interoperable and compatible and workable. In fact it hasn’t ensured compatibility and has kept the 
names community proposal as its basis. The names community insists that the post transition IANA, 
PTI, which they foresee as a singular body that shall serve all three functions and insist that this PTI 
be based in the US. This is unacceptable to people outside the US on two grounds. One, there is no 
reason that PTI should be a single body instead of three separate bodies, each functioning as a 
singular community. Indeed, the names community in its comments only referred to IANA numbers 
function operator and not to PTI as a singular body. The IETF for the protocol parameters 
community, likewise. Instead of highlighting this difference, the ICG has instead gone ahead with the 
model proposed by the names community. Second, PTI is required to be located in the US as per the 
CEWG names report. This is unacceptable. One of the reasons this transition is taking place is 
because the US has an oversized role currently. However the ICG proposal does nothing to reduce 
this role. If the route zone maintainer role is not made part of this transition, that is illegitimate since 
the since the MoU between Verisign and NTIA is an important part of the US’ current powers over 
the route zone. What we should propose as concerned non Americans is jurisdictional resilience, 
ensuring that different parts of the core internet are located in different jurisdictions, each of which 
provides it legal protection. This for instance would mean that the route zone maintainer role would 
be shifted away from Verisign to NetNod which is in Sweden or WIDE which is in Japan. This request 
won/’t work unless governments of the world lead this request directly with the US govt since the 
route zone maintainer role doesn’t come within the ICG’s current mandate. All in all the current ICG 
draft is efficient in many regards and I highly urge th Indian govt. to study these deficiencies. And to 
register its protests both at the level of ICG and the level of inter governmental discussions.  

Parminderjeet Singh: We need to address the issue from our standpoint and not necessarily from 
those who are conducting the process. If we can proceed on this premise then we need to see if the 
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so called transition process addresses some issues that have been the longstanding ones. Issues like- 
(1) Can the US govt. unilaterally interfere with domain name registry like take away a country’s 
CCTLD or the GTLDs which belong to entities that are seen as violating US law, as per US courts, US 
legislatures and US executive agencies? (2) If an issue has a great amount of international support, in 
practice and in spirit of a number of international laws, like opposition to closed generics, will the 
global public be able to assert its legitimate will against that of vested interests of the domain name 
and other global big business, mainly US based? The answer is that the current proposals do not 
address these questions and thus, we need a different kind of political structure and system as an 
oversight over ICANN. That must be our focus. Govt. ad other groups from India have said that two 
elements are consistently most important. (1) Need for international jurisdiction and (2) Need for 
external oversight as against internal of the same group that in first place elects the ICANN board 
and so on. We can clearly see that the current proposal absolutely fails on these two counts that 
have been identified as key in all meetings on this issue that I have attended in India. Under the 
circumstances, we should completely reject the proposals on the table as completely unsatisfactory 
and as not addressing the real issues. We should not give the conductors of the process the 
legitimacy of acceptance by the global community that they seek and are going and are going to 
claim unless we are clear in our statement and rejection. And on the basis of this claimed support of 
the global community, the conductors of the process will for decades to come will claim that the 
matter has been satisfactorily settled. Therefore, it will be difficult for India to make legitimate 
claims through any global process including the UN based one. That is the pitfall in even partially 
accepting the current proposals. A further point, I hear that a lot of the community has been 
empowered. I don’t know which community this is. We should not use a concept, and one that is a 
major legitimiser in this case, without being clear about what exactly it is. We need ICANN to be 
accountable to the global public not to the narrow set of people who routinely interact with it and 
may, in the process, develop vested interests. In the same way the Indian govt. cannot be 
accountable to the community of politicians and bureaucrats; it has to be accountable to the public.                                    

Tapan(?): (audio unclear) […] board of directors […] a proposal that 3 directors from ICANN and 2 
independent from PTI. We all spoke of multi stake holder etc and that’s a big pillar of this[…]Is it 
truly multi-stakeholder? Also selection process is a little […] how this independent director will be 
selected?  

Naresh: The march of transition, we should not be against because that moment itself is a sign of 
some different kind of positioning and change. We must encourage transition and submit our views 
but we’re concerned over jurisdiction and future composition. Any space for expansion of current 
organisational structure or board of directors? 

Vikram: Any lawyers? We keep saying jurisdiction. Ultimately, the assets have to be in some 
geography. As an India proposal, what is it that we can suggest as international jurisdiction would be 
applicable? As industry I will be a little challenged if we go the UN way.  

Unidentified: It could be based in US and still have international jurisdiction.  

Probin: You’re mixing up things. International jurisdiction is well defined in law. We have enough 
lawyers who will tell you what it is. Essentially it means that the host country has an agreement, not 
to exercise its legal right/ its laws on that organisation and it goes to an international body which is 
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agreed to by all parties. UN is only one of the n-number of international organisations’ we mention it 
because it is located in the US.    

Vikram: Would DEiTY be making this recommendation about jurisdiction that it should be as per this 
model?    

Rahul: We will be coming out with it…based on all inputs we receive 

Unidentified: To clarify one point… people here are talking about international jurisdiction. As far as 
I know, there is no concept of international jurisdiction. We should not talk of something that does 
not exist at all. There is something called as universal jurisdiction, that is different.   

Vinay: It is possible to have a host country agreement which makes the premises or property of an 
entity inviolable even if it is physically located in one place, true. The only issue is that the 
agreement would have to be between a country and an entity which has international legal 
personality. E.g. a company incorporated under the laws of one country does not have international 
legal personality. It would wither have to be an inter governmental organisation or a different type 
of organisation such as the international Red Cross which has over time for historical and other 
reasons been given international legal personality. There are not many precedents for this.       

Nagarajan: There’s lot of precedent in Switzerland where there is emerging multi 
sectoralorganisations, that have come up in the last 15 years. The govt. enters into a host country 
agreement but they have a legislation where they grant privileged immunities (?) based on the 
country evaluating the proposal. E.g the global fund, the (?) alliance and recently one organisation 
that fights the causes of terrorism using a multi sectoral approach. In that sense it is not an inter 
govt organisation but a multi sectoralorganisaation. They have the participation of companies and 
NGOs but at what stage must we intervene with this proposal if the govt. and community want to 
take it up when jurisdictional arguments come up. All I m saying is there is precedent for 
multisectoral organisations to have arrangements with the govt which gives them international 
jurisdiction.  

Probin: The GoI has had a consistent position on this[…]  

Rahul: What are the compelling reasons for belabouring this point beyond a point? 

Probin: In all arguments that have been given, US is the problem with India, like it has with Iran, say, 
tomorrow and the US court says all dot in domains are to be seized and auctioned off. This was the 
case there in the US court and still there. The fact that a case like this can come up itself is a 
problem.   

Rahul: Specifically we can have a legally standing arrangement which flags those specific rules and 
legislations which are prevalent in the US jurisdiction that they will not apply to this organisation.. 

Probin: They could post facto pass a new legislation.  

Naresh: We need to see the conventions also and conventionally there is nothing like that. 
Possibility can be there for anything.    

Rahul: Rather than letting jurisdiction be a break off point… 
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Probin: Break off you can’t do anyway, you are not in ICANN […]. It stays in US… 

Naresh: You have to align to get into bigger objective. We must get the submission on transition and 
we must get a reference on jurisdiction and we must bring a reference to the future […] that’s it.  

Sameeran: Any point from NCIS? 

Chaitanya,NCIS: Mainly the DNS (?) implementation that we would like to look after. The transition 
from IPv4 to v6 that is going into effect in the Indian scenario? 

Naresh: This transition is different. That transition is a compulsion because numbers are exhausted 
and we have to go for a new version. Here this is in terms of a governance. 

Chaitanya: I want to know the technical aspect, how it may affect the assignment of IPv6 to the 
Indian community. 

Naresh: That will not affect…That way India has taken a strong position by having its own national 
internet registry in India.  

Col Prahar: All processes remain same; basically it is about how it will be managed at top level.   

Jyoti: (audio unclear)SSAC has pub a report on ICANN taking over NTIA role on […] numbers 

Vinay: (Pranesh:) One reason that jurisdictional resilience is important is (1) it attempts to attch the 
dot (?) shows that all bodies, the route zone administrator, maintainer and the operator- their being 
located in the US is a threat. (2) What will we do if tomorrow, someone manages to get .in attached 
to a US code? 

Shiva Upadhyay : On 15 January 2015, number community submitted their proposal to ICG. Likewise 
they are quite satisfied with the work of ICANN as IANA function operator but thing is that no PTI 
body was there then. Now they proposed PTI. So the reviewing community will review the work of 
ICANN which ICANN is not going to do in the future.  Likewise, other community- names and IETF, 
they are parallel-y going to review the work of both- the PTI and ICANN. But as per my 
understanding of the current proposal the number community is only going to review the work of 
ICANN which ICANN is not going to do as IANA function operator because they are assigning that 
work to the new entity PTI. The review community work should work parallel-y…the whole work of 
assignment in future will be done by PTI.    

Renu: (audio unclear)[…]For numbers and protocols, IANA would continue as function operator.  

Vinay: How many organisations intend to make submissions to ICANN?[…] It would be good if more 
could submit comments on these two issues… 

Naresh: There’s a way for that. Share what you are going to do so organisations can  

Amrita: They can go online and check the submissions. There are about 28 submissions on the ICG 
proposal. I’d need the email ids.  

Naresh: Why don’t you circulate? 
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Ved: The Observer Research Foundation is organising a briefing on the IANA transition on the 3rd of 
September. So if most of the organisations here have prepared comments and drafts that would be 
a good place to exchange ideas or at least put forward a coherent point of view to the ICANN before 
it finally goes out.   

Probin: We can circulate to each other because all of us can’t be there in ORF (it’s a selective body 
anyway). I request that if there are consultations being organised by DEiTY, I hope there are public 
consultations. I heard now this is the fourth one but this is the only one I have attended.  

Dr.Veena: It’s better to get all ideas and go with one India comment rather than…  

Renu: In numbers community proposal they have proposed that going ahead, there would be service 
level agreement between RIRs and ICANN. Earlier, there was service level agreement with NTIA but 
in future,  there will be no NTIA. In that service level agreement, I believe (?) had already asked for 
comments and today is the last date. For ICANN accountability and ICG draft purposes, if community 
has any interventions w.r.t clauses/ provisions proposed for service level agreement… Particularly to 
lawyers, I make a special request. Apart from broad parameters there will specific rudimentary and 
nuanced submissions. Any comments regarding terminology may be submitted. 

Amrita: Are there any concerns you would like to flag in the SLA?  

Naresh: Whatever is happening is to a good, earlier it was a simple contract agreement. It is better 
they are coming under service level agreement. Expectation is going up from their side and 
accountability is becoming much more. 

Col Prahar: To push our interest in this organisation and community, we will have to take a two step 
approach. Certain issues that the govt. will take up and others that it will be hesitant in taking up. 
These should be informed to us to take up as a community so that we work in consonance and our 
aim is to get into a decision making role somewhere in the body. So it has to be a calibrated move 
forward.  

Sameeran: Rekha Jain did a study and she proposed a structure to be set up internally in this country 
called (?). We need to examine that and see if our recommendations are being met.  

Naresh:  We are becoming a laughing stock in world with changing position/structure etc. Let there 
be one nodal agency. We are not being taken seriously.  

Sameeran: What she proposes is exactly that, that there should be one central structure.  

Nagarajan: One final point on jurisdiction. In terms of spinning ICANN into a more inter govt agency, 
the questions are a little more complicated than we are now giving a thought.  In my limited 
experience I have seen a lot of objections to ICANN being an international corporation. More 
detailed thought is needed for an organisation that would have a more international character. 
ICANN has too many moving parts and the fact that it contacts its own communities is problematic. 
A strategic view of this would be having more detail oriented discussion on an alternative plan/ 
structure to an internationalised ICANN. So when the jurisdiction question comes up we have a well 
thought of alternative, on lines with ICANN’s own plan. Includes concern about ICANN going the UN 
way. 
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Vinay: one of the major sticking points to that would be that contracts between ICANN and the 
registries are regular commercial contracts. Internationally in the commercial world the acceptable 
choice of law for these contracts would be English law or US law or some particular country’s law. 
There’s no such thing as international commercial law.  Solutions would have to be proposed for that 
issue. 

Probin: Jurisdiction issue is who owns the domain names? [...] Who owns route zone? It is a much 
bigger meta issue involved. In a question of country hostilities […] contract law is not what we are 
worrying about. What is the property worth of the domain names? It would be in hundreds of 
billions, in five years it will be 1 trillion. The way it is structured, it will be owned by very few entities.  

Rajesh, CCG: Want to go back to route zone maintenance agreement. I understand from FAQs that it 
is out of scope and there is an ICANN-Verisign agreement going parallel but the transition proposal 
discusses the elements of NTIA authorisation for route zone maintenance so our response can be 
directed at that particular portion, para.1150 p.48 of the detailed proposal- it can be a point of 
intervention.  

Vikram: If you oppose something what is the alternative? Someone mentioned Sweden, Japan and 
someone has to service that requirement.  

(cross talk) 

Rahul: So I thank everybody for valuable comments. The suggestion regarding circulation of emails 
will be done. Hopefully this turns out one among many of series to come. I request you to also ask 
other people of the community to join and contribute widely to the series of discussions on this area 
and to keep the group also active.  

------------------------------------------ 


